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Example Treatment Plans
Long Term Goals:
 Reduce the amount of Stuttering-Like Disfluencies (SLDs) exhibited by the patient in effort to achieve recovery
before 3 years status post stuttering onset by achieving a fluency level of <1% dysfluent syllables for a 3-month
period, marking the end of treatment. Baseline dysfluency in conversation: 18% dysfluent syllables.
 Increase patient’s use of fluency-shaping in a variety of functional speaking tasks.
 Decrease the tension and struggle of stuttering moments.
 Decrease avoidance of specific feared words or speaking situations.
Fluency-shaping strategies will be employed to achieve reduced stuttering:
 Slow rate of speech (prolonged speech): The patient will prolong his duration of sounds in syllables and
words, and phrasing; using increased duration of pauses between phrases, sentences, and speaking turns.
 Continuous phonation: The patient will ‘keep his voice on’ between words as if singing throughout
connected speech.
 Easy onset when initiating speech: The patient will begin utterances with a small, whispered /h/ sound with
the first word of a sentence or phrase.


Short-term Goals:
o The patient will demonstrate recall of fluency enhancing techniques, stuttering etiology, factors that compound
stuttering severity, and fluency inducing conditions with 100% accuracy.
 The patient will be given recall cues to remember the three fluency-shaping strategies with 100%
accuracy.
 The recall cues will be faded, and the patient will recall the three fluency-shaping strategies without
assistance with 100% accuracy.
o The patient will demonstrate the accurate use of all three fluency enhancing techniques (slowed rate, easy
onset, continuous phonation) while participating in increasingly linguistically difficult tasks from naming, to
using carrier phrases, to simple phrases in turn-taking, reading, defining multiple meaning words, telling
stories, to spontaneous conversation with 100% accuracy.
 Given modeling and instruction about the use of slowed rate, easy onset, and continuous phonation,
the patient will demonstrate their simultaneous use in two-word phrases with 100% accuracy.
 Given modeling and instruction and demonstration for the use of fluency-enhancing techniques
(slowed rate, easy onset, and continuous phonation), the patient will demonstrate their simultaneous
use in carrier phrases with 100% accuracy.
 Given modeling and instruction and demonstration for the use of fluency-enhancing techniques
(slowed rate, easy onset, and continuous phonation), the patient will demonstrate their simultaneous
use in simple self-created sentences with 100% accuracy.
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Given modeling and instruction and demonstration for the use of fluency-enhancing techniques
(slowed rate, easy onset, and continuous phonation), the patient will demonstrate their simultaneous
use during rote simple, spontaneous sentences with 100% accuracy.
Given modeling and instruction and demonstration for the use of fluency-enhancing techniques
(slowed rate, easy onset, and continuous phonation), the patient will demonstrate their simultaneous
use during spontaneous sentences (with a few seconds time to formulate his thoughts) with 100%
accuracy.

Long Term Goals:
The client will use the Successful Stuttering Management Program (SSMP) techniques including preparatory
set, slides, and cancellations to modify 100% of stuttering events and secondary characteristics in all
functional communication situations and environments to attain maximum fluency.
The patient will demonstrate the accurate use of all three fluency enhancing techniques (slowed rate, easy
onset, continuous phonation) while participating in increasingly linguistically difficult tasks from naming, to
using carrier phrases, to simple phrases in turn-taking, reading, defining multiple meaning words, telling
stories, to spontaneous conversation with 100% accuracy.
Short-Term Goals:










Given modeling and verbal instruction, the client will demonstrate the accurate use of cancellations
during 100% of pseudo blocks while participating in increasingly linguistically difficult tasks from
reading, to defining multiple meaning words, to telling stories.
Given modeling and verbal instruction, the client will demonstrate the accurate use of slides during
100% of pseudo blocks while participating in increasingly linguistically difficult tasks from reading, to
defining multiple meaning words, to telling stories.
Given modeling and verbal instruction, the client will demonstrate the accurate use of preparatory set
during 100% of fake blocks while participating in increasingly linguistically difficult tasks from reading,
to defining multiple meaning words, to telling stories.
Given modeling and verbal instruction, the client will demonstrate the accurate use of all three SSMP
techniques during spontaneous, real dysfluencies on 100% of stuttering events while participating in
increasingly linguistically difficult tasks from reading, to defining multiple meaning words, to telling
stories.
Given modeling and verbal instruction, the client will use SSMP techniques to modify 100% stuttering
events in increasingly stressful communication situations, as reported by the patient and patient’s
family, including: conversations with unfamiliar listeners, reading passages out loud, ordering food in
restaurants, talking on the phone or similar device, class presentations, and job interviews.
 Use SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
while reading passages out loud.
 Use SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
when ordering at a coffee shop.
 USE SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
while giving short speeches to a small group of unfamiliar listeners.
 Use SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
during short phone calls (1-5 minutes) with unfamiliar listeners.
 Use SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
during long phone calls (5-15 minutes) with unfamiliar listeners.
 Use SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
during story-telling discourse with the clinician.
 Use SSMP techniques to modify 100% of stuttering events for spontaneous dysfluencies
while answering mock job interview questions.

